Tap Into Your

Mobile Market with a
Strategy for Success
by DotcomWeavers

Revenue generated from mobile customers has consistently dominated a larger
share of the eCommerce market. Now more than ever, shoppers seek an efficient
and convenient experience via smartphones.

To illustrate, for a merchant with $10 million in annual online revenue, there is
$1 million business value for implementing an optimal mobile experience
(Adobe Imagine, 2018).

As a B2C business, it is paramount to establish a sustainable competitive mobile
strategy to generate greater revenue from your mobile shoppers, which make up
8/10 of your customer base.
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Through collaborating with our expert
technology strategists, you can
establish a systematic approach to
accessing a greater share of the market
by optimizing your mobile experience. 


Here are the key components of
forming a successful mobile strategy:
user experience, eCommerce checkout,
and payment processing.

user experience
Establish an efficient and easy-to-use shopping process for customers.

Use engaging, high quality

Create legible text and descriptions

Avoid slow speed for

images when displaying

that don’t require pinching or dragging

reloading the page or

products or services that will

from the user. Keep content concise

shopping cart.

fit all mobile screen sizes.

and informative, using bullet points
when possible.
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eCommerce checkout
Your ultimate goal is to create a checkout
experience that requires 2 clicks or less.

Add

Eliminate

Updated auto cart to ease

Coupon and promo fields that

convenience, since mobile users

cannot collapse

frequently edit their carts

Lock button on the checkout

Wishlist feature, which causes

from a trusted site to validate

procrastination of purchase and

that personal information will not

delays sales.

be distributed

Breadcrumbs, which create
distraction.

PAYMENT PROCESSING
Create a seamless checkout experience with the fewest clicks.

Add the PayPal, ApplePay, and Venmo express
checkout button to create ease in purchasing. Create
ways to have automated linked checkout features.
Add a floating checkout button to the cart to pages that
don’t display the checkout button. Create more options to
access the final checkout stage and encourage purchases.

Schedule a strategy consultation with DotcomWeavers today to boost your
conversion rates and overall brand engagement.
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